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This invention relates. to a votive light system 
and more particularly to a votive light system 
of the electrical type. and means for automatic. 
control of certain desired operations in. such a 
system. 
Stands holding a number of candles for reli 

gious and sacri?cial purposes have, of course, 
been used for centuries, and more recently elec 
tric votive lights and stands therefor have come 
into use and have received considerable favor. 
Such votive light stands can be given the same 
appearance and all of the religious connotations 
of the former types using an open ?ame, but 
with the elimination of grease and smoke and 
the cleaning and ?lling of glasses, the practically 
complete elimination of any‘ ?re hazard, and a 
very great reduction maintenance. 
The electric votive light systems previously 

used, insofar as they are known to applicant, 
have had a number of disadvantages which are 
here being eliminated and overcome by the 
improved and more fully automatic systems here 
after disclosed. ' > 

One feature of my improved systems is that a 
Single coin-operated actuating switch is enabled 
to eiTect energization of the votive lights in a 
predetermined desired sequence upon successive 
operations of such a switch; another feature of 
this invention is that all, or a. desired number, 
of the lights previously energized are maintained 
energized upon further successive operations of 
the coin switch; yet another feature of this in 
vention is the provision of means for automati 
cally deenergizing any desired number of lights 
from one to all of the lights upon .energization 
of a given light, as a succeeding light in a group 
or the last light of a group; a further feature 
of this invention is that a predetermined time 
interval (up to many hours if desired) can be 
provided before the lights are automatically de 
energized; and yet a further feature of this inven 
tion is that manual deenergization of the lights 
can be COnVenientIye?ected when desired. 
Other features, and advantages in my system 

will be apparent from the following speci?cation 
and drawings in which: 
Figure 1 is a perspective view, from ‘the left 

and back, of one form of apparatus embodying 
my invention; 

Figure 2 is a view of the device shown in 
Figure 1 from the left of such ?gure and 
that side removed; 

Figure 3 is a combined schematic andleircuit 
diagram of one type of circuit which I have 
developed for use in such apparatus; and 
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Figure 4 is a similar diagram of another and 
simpli?ed arrangement. 
The votive light system which I am here dis 

closing provides the advantages I desire in the 
way of a single coin operated actuating switch, 
automatic deenergization of lights when desired, 
and the like, yet does this in a manner which 
enables my invention to be embodied in several 
alternative forms. These variations not only 
meet substantial differences in the number of 
votive lights to be controlled, but also individual 
preferences as to the manner in which the votive 
lights are to be energized and deenergized auto: 
matically. My fully automatic system can be 
used in quite simpli?ed form for a relatively 
small number of lights or embodied in a form 
adapted to handle a large number of votivelights, 
as for example from 4,0, 50 or even 100 such lights 
and to provide any desired length of time after 
energization of all of'a certain number of the 
lights before any lights are deenergized. ' 
When I speak of votive lights throughout the 

speci?cation and claims of this application, it will 
be understood that I am referring to the type of 
light usually used for religious or sacri?cial pur 
poses, and am using the term “votive light” in a 
broad sense to cover any such lights, even though 
these sometimes have other terms applied thereto, 
as “vigil lights.” It is my intent that the termv 
“votive light” cover any type of light illuminated 
for religious purposes such as prayer, remem 
brance, sacri?ce, or the like, regardless of the 
length ‘of time they may be caused to burn and 
whether or not they might sometimes be called 
“votive lights” in their longer burning form, 
iiligil lights” in a shorter burning form, and the 
1 o. 

In the particular embodiment of my invention 
illustrated herewith, a stand of conventional con 
struction, but shown without ornamentation for 
simplicity of illustration, is shown as having 
sides It and H and a bottom vl2 all supported by 
suitable legs I ‘3; andas having its front portion 
arranged in stepped tiers Ill, 15 and Hi. The 
particular stand illustrated has three such tiers 
with seven lights being shown on each tier, but 
it will be understood vthat this is for purposes of 
illustration only of one of the smaller sizes of 
votive light. stands conventionally used, and that 
my invention is equally applicable to stands of 
40,50 or 100 lights. The lights on each tier are 
identical. The light I1, for example, is illustrated 
as consisting of the conventional red glass ll’ 
having therein an electrically energized light H", 
which may simulate a candle in appearance. 
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The control equipment comprising the opera 
tive portion of my votive light system is pref 
erably contained in a single removable unit or 
cabinet here identi?ed in general as l8, facili 
tating installation and servicing. This unit 
would be connected to a conventional power sup 
ply as 110 volts A. C. by a conventional two 
wire cord here identi?ed as 19, and would have 
receptacles adapted to receive cable plugs of the 
cables identi?ed as 23, 2| and 22. These last 
mentioned cables (one for each tier of lights) 
would involve one more wire than the number 
of lights in each row, eight wires in this case, 
and would be permanently wired to the sockets 
of the votive lights on each of the various tiers 
of the stand. The plug connections, however, 
enable ready removal of the 
trol mechanisms. A single coin slot 23 is here 
shown as near the center of the middle tier, al 
though it will be understood that it can be lo 
cated at any convenient position; and it is con 
nected by a coin chute 25 to an opening in the 
top of the unit it. A coin deposited in the slot 
23 passes through the chute 24 and through a 
coin passageway in the unit (operating a coin ' 
controlled actuating switch in so doing) to then 
pass out of the bottom of the unit l8 through a 
chute here identi?ed as 25 to any convenient 
coin receptacle here shown as the locked box 26 
immediately under the bottom of the stand. 

Referring now more particularly to Figure 3, 
I will describe a control and operating arrange 
ment of a kind adapted to be housed in the cabi 
net or unit l8. In order to provide a diagram 
of a character which could be illustrated on a 
single sheet, the diagram of Figure 3 shows an 
arrangement energizing only two banks of seven 
lights each, but it will be understood that each 
bank or tier could contain a larger number of 
lights and that there could be three 01' any de 
sired number of such tiers of lights, merely by 
the provision of a larger number of contacts on 
each stepping switch, and further stepping 
switches if desired. 

Referring now to Figure 3, a pair of wires I9a. 
and lSb provide the source of power, as for ex 
ample 110 volts for energizing the apparatus. 
This is utilized directly to energize the lamps in 
the particular embodiment illustrated as will 
be apparent more particularly in later portions 
of the description; and is converted to a type 
of power appropriate to energize the stepping re 
lays, as by being reduced to 12 volts direct cur 
rent by the recti?er 30. One side of this D. C. 
output is passed through a wire 3| to one side 
of the normally open contacts in the coin switch 
32. This may be any conventional commercial 
type, the contacts being adapted to be momen 
tarily closed by a coin. When these contacts are 
closed the circuit continues through the wire 33, 
through the normally closed contacts 340, and 
34b of a single pole double-throw relay, and 
through the wire 35 to the actuating coil 36 of 
the stepping relay, whence the circuit is com 
pleted through the wires 31 and 38 back to the 
other side of the recti?er. This momentary en 
ergization of the actuating coil 36 pulls the mov 
able armature 39 to the right (as illustrated in 
Figure 3) against the pull of the spring 40, and 
the moment the circuit is deenergized by opening 
of the coil switch contacts after passage of the 
coin therethrough the spring pulls the armature 
back to the left and rotates the ratchet wheel 4| 
one step. As illustrated in the drawings, because 
of the location of the actuating coil, this rota 

unit 18 with its cone 

4 
tion is counterclockwise; but it will be under‘ 
stood that the shaft connecting this ratchet 
wheel to the movable contact arrangements of 
the stepping switch proceeds out of the face of 
the ratchet wheel 41 as viewed in Figure 3 and. 
into the face of the rotatable members 42 and 
43 of the two contact sections, so that these r0‘-v 
tate clockwise as viewed in Figure 3. . 

Referring now to the light‘operating portion 
of the stepping switch, it will be seen that this 

' comprises contacts 44a to 449 adapted to be con 
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tacted by the rotary contact completing member 
42, the arrangement being such that if opera-' 
tion of the stepping switch by a coin moves the 
rotary member 1/1g of a circle in the example 
illustrated sov that one contact at a time is suc 
cessively completed, upon the ?rst coin effected 
operation of the actuating switch 32 the step 
ping relay moves one step _to bring the contacting 
member 42 into engagement with the contact 
44a. This completes a circuit directly from the 
110 volt source through the wire 41, the contact 
ing member 42, the contact 44a, the light Ila 
and the common return wires 48 and 49 to the 
other side of the power source, thus energizing 
the lamp Ila. 
Upon successive operations of the coin switch 

and consequent stepping movements of the step 
ping relay, contacts 442), 440, etc. would be suc 
cessively engaged by the movable contacting 
member 42 to energize the lights llb, llc, etc. 
It is to be noted that during the successive illumi 
nation of lights in predetermined sequence, the 
lights previously energized are maintained ener 
gized by the continued contact of other portions 
of the contacting member 42. While this is illus 
trated for convenience as a single substantially 
semi-circular contact member, it will be under 
stood that it can equally well be a plurality of, 
individual contact ?gures. In any case succes 
sive operations illuminate further lights in a_ 
predetermined sequence so that each coin de-. 
posited by a worshipper effects illumination of‘ 
a votive light, but at the same time lights ener-. 
gized only a short time before do not go off but, 
are maintained lit. 
In the particular form illustrated, the contact. 

44g which completes the circuit to the last light. 
on the top tier, for examples, also completes a cir~ 
cuit through the wire 50 to the energizing coil 
34d. of the previously mentioned relay, causing 
the normally closed contacts 34a and 34b to be 
opened and causing closure of the contacts 34a 
and 340. After this change in the relay is effect 
ed further operations of the coin switch 32 
complete a circuit through the wire "5| energizing 
the actuating coil 56 of another stepping switch. 
This switch includes an ‘armature 59, spring 
60, ratchet wheel 6!, and contacting member 
62 analagous to parts of the other stepping 
switch, identi?ed by reference numerals 20 
higher in each case so that the detailed descrip 
tion will not be repeated. The deposit of fur 
ther coins thus leaves the ?rst row of lights 
illuminated and successively illuminates or en 
ergizes lights in the second row, the ?rst coin 
stepping the switch once to bring the contacting 
member 62 into engagement with the contact 
64a to illuminate the light Ila’, the next opera 
tion of the coin switch effecting energization of 
the next successive light while maintaining the 
circuit to the ?rst light of this row, etc. 

It will be understood that another stepping 
. switch could take care of the third row and be 

75 brought into operation by another relay similar 
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to the relay-7 s4 and actuated upon completion of 
the last contact 640. It will also be understood, 
of course, that there could equally well be a 
larger number of lights in each row, as twenty 
lights, needing only a stepping switch with 
twenty contacts; ore-that a single twenty contact 
stepping switch could be used to actuate two 
rows of ten lights each followed‘by another- step 
ping switch, coacting' two more rows of ten lights 
each, etc. 

After all or a given number of thelights in a. 
votive stand have been illuminated, I- desire to 
provide for automatically deenergizing all of the 
lights after a desired period of=burning._ An ar 
rangement for deenergizingall oi'the lights after 
illumination of the last light is illustrated in Fig 
ure 3, and particularly the right hand portion 
thereof. When‘ the contacting member 62 ?nally 
reaches the contact My (assuming for» purposes 
of simple illustration that this is the last light 
on the votive stand), a circuit is completed 
through the wire 10 to the actuating coil ‘H of 
a single-throw, double-pole relay causing the 
movable contacts ‘HQ and ‘Nb (normally open) 
to come into engagement with the ?xed contacts 
‘He and ‘Hal. A circuit is then completed from 
one side of the 110 volt source through the con 
tacts 12a and 12b (which would beclosed at this 
time by virtue of the cam follower being in the 
lower portion of the cam 13), and through the 
contacts ‘Nb and ‘lid to energize the timer mo 
tor 14, the shaft carrying the cams ‘l3 and 15 
being gear driven by this motor in such a way 
as to make one revolution in four hours, for ex 
ample, or any other given desired time which 
has- been predeterrninedby selection of the gear 
ratio, or which may be changed by altering the 
ratio. 
The cams are shown in a» position near the 

end oyfcthis period, just beforehomingoperation 
of the stepping switches is to be e?eeted to de 
energ-ize all of the lights, It will be noted that 
after the timing motorhas run for a very short 
period the raised portion of the cam 13 (rotating 
clockwise as illustrated) comes into action and 
causes the contact 120. to leave the contact 12?) 
and close'with‘ the contact 120, thus keeping the 
timing motor in operation regardless of the 
setting of the relay ‘H. ‘Just before the lower 
portion of the cam 73'v is again reached (which 
would reopen the'contact‘s 12b and 720- illustrated 
as elosed in the drawing) the raised ‘portion on 
the cam lswould close the normally. open con 
tacts Ha vand 1Tb. This results. in 12 volt‘cur 
:rent from the recti?er-passing through the wire 
3| and being deliveredthrough the ‘wire 18- to 
'thecontacts 45a to 4.5? on the homingsection 
-o_f-the stepping switch illustrated inthe upper 
portion of the drawing, and 65a to 55f in the 
other stepping ‘switch. Since the contacting 
members 43 and 63 in the homing. portions of 
‘these switches (beingfmounted on thexsame shaft 
as the other contacting members in each case) 
WOllld'thGll be in a positionl80° from that illus 
trated in the drawing, andincontact with all of 
‘the contacts, homing actuation would'take place. 

Since this operation is. identical in both 
.switches only one need'be described. Referring 
‘to the switch in the upper-portion ofzthedraw 
'ing it will be seen that current is-then delivered 
from'the contacting. member43 through the wire 
'19 1 andthe normally - closed contacts 80a, ~ 80b‘ to 
the actuating ‘coil 38: Current?ow through this 
coil moves the armature 39-. .to "the right breaking 
the-circuit and" allowing vthespring ‘to e?‘ect a 
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upper stepping 1 switch; Accordingly, 
. fourteen ' lights ‘l have '- been energized, the 'drop 

6 
vstep of» movement o'tthe ratchet wheelll; Hgmg 
ever, as soon as the armature 39. moves; to; the 
left to the position illustratedin the drawings; 
the» contacts 80c and ?lllz. are. again closed, and 
since all. but one ofi/thevcontacts in- theihomine 
portion of the switch are still engaged: by the 
contacting member 43;, another homing stepim: 
mediately takes place; These homingstepsthus 
take place repeatedly- in very rapid sequence, so. 
that the switch parts are returned. to the 110.51: 
tion illustrated in the'drawing in a. very short 
period of time, usuallyasecond'or'two, pines 
the. last contact‘ is not. connected, the homing; 
operation stops and nofurther movement; of the 
stepping switch parts» takesplace whenthe con: 
tacting members thereof haveassumed theposi 
tion shown in the drawings. 
The votive light. stand; is.v then readyv for use 

again, and it. will‘ be apparent that ii‘. there-are 
several such stands one would normallyv always 
be available for a person who desiredto use; the 
same. Meanwhile, the- stepping operation: has 
caused deenergization of: the relay ‘H and: when 
the cam 13 has moved a, few degrees further 
opening of the contacts 12a and. 120 opensthe 
circuit of the timing motor 141. and leavesthe 
timing portion of the system inoperative. and 
deenergizedv until all of the,- votivev lights, have 
again been illuminated one byone by. successive 
operations of the coin switch. 
Under certain circumstances, however, it. may 

be desirable to be able to .e?ect .deenergization 
of all of the lamps manually atan earlierlor. later 
time than would otherwise-be normal, and. the 
system illustrated also makesproyision. for this. 
If the manual switch v82::is thrownv from. the 
normal position. illustratedrtoz its . other» contact, 
the timer is out: of circuit. Under-.such:.cireum. 
stances, I prefer'tohavea pilot. light 83;illumii 
hated to call attentiorrto the .inoperativenessnf 
the timer. Manual'deenergization .of the ‘lamps 
can then be effected. atany- timedesired, ‘longer 
or shorter than the periodrproyidedby. the .timer, 
by closure of the-manuallswitch (as apushbuts 
ton) comprising the, contacts 184a and 84b,'..this 
having the same homing e?ecton thestepping 
switches as ‘ automatic :olosurelofzthe contacts 11a. 
and. 11b. 

Moreover, if the switch :82: is .in the normal 
position illustrated. .in. the drawings, the» lights 
can be “cleared” earlier thanwouldbe normal 
by manual closure ofrthe contacts :84avand r-B?b, 
the timer. then running. .through itscycle of 
operation without‘, effect . on :the system until the 
deenergizing contact 9111a and 11b are closed, 
whereupon 'deenerg-ization. .of all. lights that: 
illuminated would. take place. 'Because-of- this 
latter action, I .preferto .cut the timer outlof 
circuit by operationv of::the .switch~-82.~at any 
gime there .is to‘ be'manual control of illumina 
1011. 

It-will also be .understood1thatwhere there are 
a plurality of stepping. switches, deenergization 
of lights controlled by oneisuch switch can be 
effected by closure. of -"the last: contact-on’ another 
switch, rather than by'luseiof a timer. That is, 
if the votive light;stand contains -two».rows- of 
seven lights, as illustrateddnl-Eigure -3'~'for sim_ 
plicity, the homing control circuit forthelupper 
stepping switch couldi'becompleted through a 
circuit including thecontact 11649 andtheeen 
tacts 34b and 34c, being arranged‘todeenergize 
theyrelay 34 upon completionoi homing of '- the 

-when"all 
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‘ping' of the coin which effected energization of 
the last light in the second low would also eifect 
clearing or deenergization of all lights in the ?rst 
row, whereupon the dropping of the next coin 
would re-illuminate light No. 1 in the ?rst row, 
the next coin would illuminate light No. 2 in the 
?rst row, etc. At the completion of illumination 
of all lights in the ?rst row, energization of the 
last light could similarly effect clearing of the 
lower stepping switch and the lights controlled 
thereby, the relay 34 in such case preferably 
being of a time delay type enabling this to take 
place before the contacts moved over to render 
the second stepping switch operative upon fur 
ther operations of the coin switch. 

Referring now more particularly to Figure 4, 
a simpli?ed version of my system is illustrated, 
this form embodying my invention in a manner 
particularly suitable to a votive light stand used 
relatively infrequently. The line wires H911 and 
“9b provide power to energize the lights here 
shown for simplicity as constituting two rows of 
six lights each, although it will be understood 
that a different number in each row and a 
greater number of rows may be used if desired. 
In this case a very simple stepping switch may 
be used, with no need of any homing arrange 
ment. Actuation of the coin switch I32 com 
pletes a circuit from the recti?er I30 through 
the wires l3l, I33, and L3‘! to effect a down 
ward movement of the armature member I39, 
and a step of movement of the ratchet wheel 
Ml, reference numbers 100 higher than corre 
sponding parts being used so that complete de 
tail of description need not be repeated here. 
In the particular form illustrated, the multi-?n 
gered movable contacting member I42 is illus 
trated as having seven contact ?ngers, although 
it will be understood that any appropriate num 
ber may be used, and as moving on a contact 
member having twelve contacts 144a, etc. 
In this form of device as illustrated, seven of 

the lights will always be illuminated. In the 
particular position of the parts shown lights 
6 to 12 inclusive are energized, and the next 
operation of the coin switch causes energization 
of light No. 1 while maintaining lights '7 to 12, 
inclusive, lit; but at the same time causes de 
energization of light No. 6. Similarly, the 
next operation of the coin switch I32 effects 
illumination of light No. 2 by engaging contact 
M412 and maintains energization of lights 8 to 
12 and light No. 1, but deenergizes light No. '7. 
Accordingly, each person dropping a coin would 
have his votive light illuminated for the length 
of time involved before seven further coin oper 
ations have taken place. This maintains the par 
;ticular light illuminated, under normal condi 
tions, during the length of time that the person 
.originally causing its illumination remains in the 
.church or other location of the votive light stand. 

While I have shown and described certain 
embodiments of my invention, it is to be under 
stood that it is capable of many modi?cations. 
Changes, therefore, in the construction and ar 
rangement may be made without departing from 
the spirit and scope of the invention as dis 
closed in the appended claims. 
I claim: 
1. Votive light actuating apparatus, includ- " 

.ing: a single actuating switch; means for ener 

._gizing said votive lights in a desired sequence 
upon repeated operation of said actuating switch, 

‘ one light for each said operation; and means for 
, maintaining energized at least several of the 75 

8 i 
previously energized lights upon successive oper 
ations of said actuating switch, the lights re 
maining energized for a period of time independ 
ent of the time when lit. 

2. Votive light actuating apparatus, includ 
ing: a single actuating switch; means for ener 
gizing said votive lights in a desired sequence 
upon repeated operation of said actuating switch, 
one light for each said operation; and means for 
maintaining energized at least several of the pre 
viously energized lights upon successive opera 
tions of said actuating switch and, upon ener 
gization of a certain light, for effecting deener 
gization of at least a certain previously ener 
gized and maintained light. 

3. Votive light actuating apparatus, including: 
a single actuating switch; means for energizing 
said votive lights in a desired sequence upon re 
peated operation of said actuating switch, one 
light for each said operation; means for main 
taining energized at least several of the previ 
ously energized lights upon successive operations 
of said actuating switch; and means actuated 
upon energization of a certain light for effect 
ing deenergization of a plurality of the previ 
ously energized and maintained lights. 

4. Apparatus of the character claimed in claim 
3 wherein the last mentioned means includes a 
timer for e?ecting deenergization at a predeter 
mined time interval after energization of said 
certain light. 

5. Votive light actuating apparatus, including: 
a single coin-operated actuating switch; and a 
stepping switch with initial and following con 
ta-cting means for energizing said votive lights in 
a desired sequence upon repeated operation of 
said actuating switch, one light for each said 
operation, and for maintaining energized all of 
the previously energized lights in a predetermined 
group upon successive operations of said actuat 
ing switch, the lights remaining energized for a 
period of time independent of the time when lit. 

6. Votive light actuating apparatus, including: 
a single coin-operated actuating switch; a step 
ping switch with initial and following contacting 
means for energizing said votive lights in a de 
sired sequence upon repeated operation of said 
actuating switch, one light for each said opera 
tion, and for maintaining energized all of the 
previously energized lights in a predetermined 
group upon successive operations of said actuat 
ing switch; and means including a timer actuated 
upon energization of the last light of a predeter 
mined group for effecting deenergization of the 
entire group of lights at a predetermined time 
interval after energization of said last light. 

7. Votive light actuating apparatus, including: 
. a single coin-operated actuating switch; a step 
ping switch with initial and following contacting 
means for energizing said votive lights in a de 
sired sequence upon repeated operation of said 
actuating switch, one light for each said opera 
tion, and for maintaining energized at least some 
of the previously energized lights upon successive 
operations of said actuating switch; a second 
similar stepping switch connected to a second 
group of lights; and means actuated upon ener 
gization of the last light of the group connected 
to the ?rst stepping switch for causing the coin 
operated switch to thereafter actuate the second 
stepping switch, at least some of the lights in 
both groups remaining energized for a period of 
time independent of the time when lit. 

8. Votive light actuating apparatus, including: 
a single coin-operated actuating switch; a step 
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ping switch with initial and following contacting 
means for energizing said votive lights in a de 
sired sequence upon repeated operation of said 
actuating switch, one light for each said opera 
tion, and for maintaining energized all of the 
previously energized lights upon successive opera 
tions of said actuating switch; a second similar 
stepping switch connected to a second group of 
lights; means actuated upon energization of the 
last light of the group connected to the ?rst 
stepping switch for causing the coin-operated 
switch to thereafter actuate the second stepping 
switch; and means including a timer actuated 
upon energization of the last light of a prede 
termined group for elfecting deenergization of all 
of the lights at a predetermined time interval 
after energization of said last light. 

9. Apparatus of the character claimed in claim 
8 including manually operated switch means for 
also effecting deenergization of all of the lights. 

10. Votive light actuating apparatus, including: 
a single coin-operated actuating switch; and a 

10 

15 

20 

10 
stepping switch with initial and following con 
tacting means for energizing said votive lights in 
a desired sequence upon repeated operation of 
said actuating switch, one light for each said 
operation, and for maintaining energized all of 
the previously energized lights in a predetermined 
group upon successive operations of said actuat 
ing switch, the total number of contacting means 
being less than the number of lights and contacts 
therefore. . 

LEROY A. MATSON. 
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